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Abstract 

Cloud providers are on the increase and cloud users are on an 
increase too, due to the low demands and high delivery rates. 
Provisioning of cloud resources have been the topic of interest 
for a long while. But current cloud providers do not operate 
by provisioning resources in a standalone manner. Instead, 
plan based resource provisioning is carried out to enhance the 
usability of the systems creating a win-win situation for both 
the customer and the provider. This paper presents a method 
that uses fuzzy quality parameters to enable users to select 
best plans that caters to their needs perfectly.  Migrators or 
first time users do not have any knowledge on how the quality 
parameters impact the cloud services. This paper uses past log 
information of the migrators and application details of the first 
time users to provide them with the best plans. After obtaining 
the fuzzy requirements, cloud plans are analyzed and optimal 
plans are identified using metaheuristic techniques. 

Keywords: Cloud Provisioning; Cloud Plan Selection; 
Particle Swarm Optimization; Usage Logs. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Cloud based architectures have become major resource 
utilities, due to their flexible nature and the large variety of 
services provided by them [3]. Clouds support IaaS 
(Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and 
SaaS (Software as a Service). The advantage of using cloud 
architecture is that it requires minimal resources from the part 
of the customer [4]. Hence the usage cost is very low 
compared to dedicated models [5,6]. Further, the flexibility of 
cloud as a pay per use model and automatic upward scalability 
makes it a more desirable model. Several cloud provisioning 
systems have been proposed in literature providing insights on 
methodologies that can be used for effective cloud 
provisioning. 

An IaaS cloud model, designs specifically for scientific 
workflows is presented in [1]. This method takes cost and 
deadlines as the most important constraints for cloud 

provisioning.  Due to the scientific nature of the working 
problem, this algorithm proposes both static and dynamic 
strategies for cloud and resource provisioning. A resource 
provisioning model for mobile cloud based architectures is 
proposed in [2]. This method is developed for independent 
resource provisioning, and it operates by predicting and 
storing resource usage logs in a 2D matrix. This matrix is then 
used to predict future resource needs. Similar mobile cloud 
provisioning methods include [9, 10, 11]. Several critical 
applications have now been deployed in cloud; hence failure 
awareness has become one of the major necessities of any 
cloud provider. Failure aware provisioning of resources are in 
the raise due to the reliability associated with them. Some 
failure aware techniques include [19, 20, 21]. These methods 
incorporate a failure handling by analyzing the real time 
threats and constructing allocation policies accordingly. Apart 
from the previously mentioned services from cloud (IaaS, 
PaaS and SaaS), several other services has been currently 
included by cloud providers, such as XaaS (All as a Service) 
and NaaS (Network as a Service). Methods to facilitate 
effective provisioning for a NaaS system is presented in [22].  

A platform named Aneka [7, 8] was developed to collect 
resource requirements from environments such as grids, 
desktops, public and private clouds, in order to perform 
effective provisioning. Quality based resource provisioning 
methods have also been proposed, that allots resources on the 
basis of QoS metrics [12]. Several workloads [13] were 
analyzed and these workloads are used to identify the best 
resource that suits the current requirements. Methods 
considering the workloads alone and not SLA agreements 
have also been in use, such as [14, 15]. Other methods strictly 
considering SLA agreements but do not consider time include 
[16, 17, 18]. 

It can be observed from the literature that several resource 
provisioning techniques have been proposed, but cloud 
architectures in the current scenario do not provide individual 
resources, instead they provide pre-formulated plans that 
could be utilized by the consumers. Further, most of the 
techniques are feedback based, that allots random plans and 
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fine tunes them later, according to the user. Users tend to have 
their past logs (web or cluster), that can be used to predict 
optimal resource requirements. This paper presents methods 
that can be used to formulate cloud plans on the basis of their 
past usage data. This data is usually in the form of web logs or 
access logs. User’s quality requirements are extracted from 
these documents and PSO is used to identify the optimal plan 
pertaining to the user’s needs. 

 

OUR APPROACH 

Cloud Architectures have become the major areas of utility 
due to their flexible nature and lesser demands when 
compared to dedicated systems. This has led to a huge 
migration of users from dedicated environments to cloud 
architectures. Though flexibility cannot be provided by cloud 
services from all aspects, cloud providers offer several plans 
catering to the demands of almost all the requirements of the 
users. The users are required to select plans catering to their 
minimal demands [23, 24].  

Due to the availability of several plans, it becomes difficult 
for the user to select a particular plan. Another major problem 
lies in the user understanding their requirements [25]. Most of 
the users are unaware of their own requirements, which lead 
to selection of inappropriate plans. Selecting a plan that is 
underutilized would lead to unnecessary cost for the user, 
while selecting a plan that is insufficient leads to frequent 
demands from the cloud provider, which can prove to be 
costly. Since cloud services are scalable, if an increase in the 
requirements is observed, the plans are automatically shifted 
to the next higher level. But this service tends to be costlier 
when used from outside the plan. Hence selecting an 
appropriate plan is necessary for cost efficient working of the 
system. 

Migrating users are usually unaware of the Quality of Service 
parameters available in the cloud plans. If the user has had an 
experience in cluster or web, their usage logs provide a good 
insight on the requirements of the user. This paper proposes a 
fuzzy based technique that analyzes the user’s logs to identify 
the quality requirements of the user. 

The quality parameters [12] considered in our algorithm are 
described below. 

 Bandwidth: Network bandwidth refers to the number 
of bits transferred (sent/ received) in a particular workload in 
one second.  
 

Network Bandwidth=Bits/ second (B/S)  (1) 

 

Usage logs contain information about the size of data 
transferred from/ to the node along with the timestamp. This 
data can be aggregated to identify the average data 

transferred, which can in turn be used to identify the 
bandwidth requirement. 

 Availability: Availability refers to the level of 
recovery achieved by the system in case of failure. 
 

Availability=mean time to failure/(mean time to failure + 
mean time to repair)    (2) 

 

Failures are usually represented by status codes representing 
4xx and 5xx, where 4xx refers to client error and 5xx refers to 
server errors. Successful transactions are usually represented 
by 2xx. Time taken between a 4xx or 5xx status code and 2xx 
status code is considered as the recovery time.  

 Computational Capacity: Computational capacity 
refers to the ratio between the actual time of usage of a 
resource to the expected usage time.  
 

Computing Capacity = Actual Usage time of the 
Resource/Expected Usage time of the Resource.    

 (3) 

 

 Usability: Usability refers to the ability of the system 
to perform successful operations. The higher the usability 
ratio, the better the system’s operation. 
 

Usability=no of successful operations in a workload/  

                (total operations available in the workload)         (4) 

 

 Correctness: Correctness defines the degree to which 
the cloud service will be provided accurately to the cloud 
customers. 

 

Correctness=total number of failed transmissions/ (total 
number of failed transmissions + total number of successful 
transmissions)              (5) 

 

 Variable computing load: It is the change in the load 
balance with respect to time. This can be calculated 
identifying the workload variance in each transmission. 
 

 Reliability: Reliability refers to the time taken for the 
system to recover after failure. 

 

Reliability=mean time to failure + mean time to repair
                              (6) 
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 Latency: Latency is the time taken to process a 
single workload, 
 

Latency = Time of input a Cloud workload –Time of output 
produced with respect to that Cloud workload                    (7) 

 

 Serviceability: Serviceability is the probability of the 
service being up and running 

 

Serviceability= Service Uptime/ (Service Uptime+ Service 
Downtime)            (8) 

 

The logs generally contain timestamps, transaction status and 
payload sizes, which can be used for most of the 
interpretations. This direct interpretation tends to provide 
absolute values for the quality parameters, which could not be 
utilized directly to perform recommendations. Hence these 
values are fuzzified and used for further computations. 

Some users tend to adopt cloud services in the first generation 
of their processing phase. Hence log records pertaining to their 
usage scenario might not be present. In such cases, the user’s 
needs are roughly formulated and are subject to clustering. 
This groups similar user and the quality parameters are 
extracted from these users to identify the probable parameters 
for the current user.  The proposed architecture of the cloud 
provisioning system is presented in Fig 1. 

Service plans were constructed using fuzzified values divided 
into three classes; low medium and high. Each quality 
parameter is provided a value of low, medium or high 
depending on the requirement of the service. Our application 
uses 11 service plans, each with its own individual 
requirements. The service plans are designed considering real 
time application scenarios. The service plans correspond to 
websites, technological computing, online transaction 
processing, e-commerce, financial services, productivity 
applications, software/ project development, graphics oriented, 
critical internet applications and mobile computing services. 

The final phase of this paper deals with identifying the 
corresponding service plan depending on the user’s 
requirements. There is no straight forward approach available 
to perform this operation. A best plan catering perfectly to the 
user’s needs might not be available. Hence this becomes an 
optimization problem that has its own set of tradeoffs to be 
incorporated to obtain the final solution. This tradeoff is either 
in terms of cost or quality. Our approach uses a modified form 
of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [26, 27,28] algorithm to 
perform the optimization process. Service plans form the 
search space of PSO and all the particles are dispersed from a 
single point, describing the user’s requirements. 

 

Figure 1. Architecture of the Cloud Provisioning System 

 

The first phase of PSO is the initialization of the search space 
and the particles. The search space in our application 
corresponds to the services plans from the cloud service 
provider. All the particles are set to an initial velocity making 
sure the co-ordinates fall within the bounds of the search 
space. The initial velocity is calculated using 

              (9) 

where Vi  is the velocity bup and blo are the upper and lower 
bounds of the search space respectively. 

 

The particle best (pbest) and global best (gbest) values are 
maintained so as to keep track of the best solution obtained 
from a single particle and the best solution pertaining to the 
entire swarm. The velocity and direction of a particle are 
dictated by the pbest and the gbest values obtained in the 
previous iterations.  

The velocity and direction of a particle are calculated using 

 (10) 

Where rp and rg are the random numbers, Pi,d and gd are the 
parameter best and the global best values, Xi,d is the value 
current particle position, and the parameters ω, φp, and φg are 
selected by the practitioner. 
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Though PSO operates on continuous domain, PSO in its 
discrete form is used in this application. After a particle 
accelerates to its new location, the position of the particle is 
used to identify the nearest discrete point and it is moved 
there. The new location is calculated using 

 

 (11) 

Where Pik refers to the particle i’s current location 
corresponding to dimension k, Njk refers to the k th dimension 
of node Ni. 

 

This process is repeated for a specified time interval or until 
the same solution is repeated for defined number of times. The 
global best obtained at the end of the iteration is considered as 
the final solution. In this application, it corresponds to a 
service plan that best suits the user’s requirement. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Experiments were conducted using the access log dataset, 
containing approximately 4.4 million entries (4,477,823) 
representing transactions of 333,924 individual users on 
various timelines. Data fuzzification and quality identification 
are performed using this data by aggregating them on the 
basis of the IP address. 

A ratio between the required QoS and the QoS provided by 
the system are presented in Figure. The x axis represents the 
user’s requirements and y axis represents the plan allotments. 
It could be observed that the plan allotments are kept to the 
nearest possible extent with respect to the requirements 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Provided QoS 

 

The difference between requested QoS and provided QoS is 
presented in Figure. It shows that the points plotted all occupy 
the positive quadrant, showing that none of the requirements 
were services with plans exhibiting requirements below the 

requested quality. Further the quality deviations are 
maintained to the minimum levels exhibiting the efficiency of 
the system. 
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Figure 3. QoS Difference 

 

 

Figure 4. Processing Time for PSO 

 

Time taken for allotments using the PSO algorithm is 
presented in Figure. It could be observed that the maximum 
time consumed for identifying the appropriate service is 
119ms, which is approximately 0.1 sec, while the minimum 
time consumption can be observed to be <10ms. 

 

CONCLUSION 

A novel and fast method to identify optimal cloud plan using 
user logs and user requirements is presented in this paper. 
Usage of a metaheuristic technique (PSO) has ensured the 

plan selection is performed faster.  It could be observed from 
the results that the QoS provided by the current algorithm 
meets the requirements of the users and is never under 
delivered. Since, the cloud plans are pre-defined, they have 
rigid QoS properties, and hence a perfect match of quality 
parameters cannot be achieved. The time taken for 
provisioning is also acceptable, hence our method is 
considered to be one of the most appropriate methods for 
provisioning cloud plans. Our approach can be further 
extended by incorporating effective local search techniques.  
Fault tolerance is one of the major issues that are to be 
concentrated in the cloud environment, due to the critical 
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nature of the applications running in it. Our future researches 
will also concentrate on incorporating fault tolerance into the 
provisioning system. 
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